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Abstract: With the spread of COVID-19, the “untact” culture in South Korea is expanding and
customers are increasingly seeking for online services. A recommendation system serves as a decision-
making indicator that helps users by suggesting items to be purchased in the future by exploring the
symmetry between multiple user activity characteristics. A plethora of approaches are employed
by the scientific community to design recommendation systems, including collaborative filtering,
stereotyping, and content-based filtering, etc. The current paradigm of recommendation systems
favors collaborative filtering due to its significant potential to closely capture the interest of a user as
compared to other approaches. The collaborative filtering harnesses features like user-profile details,
visited pages, and click information to determine the interest of a user, thereby recommending the items
that are related to the user’s interest. The existing collaborative filtering approaches exploit implicit
and explicit features and report either good classification or prediction outcome. These systems fail to
exhibit good results for both measures at the same time. We believe that avoiding the recommendation
of those items that have already been purchased could contribute to overcoming the said issue. In this
study, we present a collaborative filtering-based algorithm to tackle big data of user with symmetric
purchasing order and repetitive purchased products. The proposed algorithm relies on combining
extreme gradient boosting machine learning architecture with word2vec mechanism to explore the
purchased products based on the click patterns of users. Our algorithm improves the accuracy of
predicting the relevant products to be recommended to the customers that are likely to be bought.
The results are evaluated on the dataset that contains click-based features of users from an online
shopping mall in Jeju Island, South Korea. We have evaluated Mean Absolute Error, Mean Square
Error, and Root Mean Square Error for our proposed methodology and also other machine learning
algorithms. Our proposed model generated the least error rate and enhanced the prediction accuracy
of the recommendation system compared to other traditional approaches.

Keywords: recommendation system; collaborative filtering; symmetric purchasing order; predictive
analysis; data mining; XGBoost; Word2vec

1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, recommender systems (RS) have immensely been utilized by
a number of domains including e-commerce, research-paper recommender systems, social websites,
etc. The e-commerce or similar websites e.g., Amazon, Yelp, Epinions, etc. provide feasibility to its
customers to share their opinion regarding the purchased items. The main purpose of these systems is
to recommend items or products that relate to one’s interest or are highly likely to be purchased in the
future. The recommendations are made based on historical records i.e., opinions of customers who
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have already purchased those products. The opinions are expressed in the form of reviews or ratings
thus playing a key role in attracting future customers and helping them with decision-making [1–4].
The recommender systems utilize the interest of a user which is captured by exploiting a set of
diversified features belonging to the following approaches: collaborative filtering (CF), content-based
filtering, metadata-based filtering, etc. The CF follows a theory that users like what like-minded users
like. Two or more users are considered like-minded if they do similar ratings of items. Since the theory
followed by the CF is deemed strong by the scientific community, therefore, it has been widely been
employed by a number of researchers [5–7].

The CF poses various steps for a recommendation and is also referred to as item-based
collaborative filtering (IBCF). Furthermore, it is scalable and easy to adapt compared to other
recommendation approaches. A recommendation in this system is made based on profile similarity
(profile features, graphics, etc.), user product rating, and comments. The recommendations are made
based on two types of user interest: Implicit and Explicit. User product views and actions relate to
implicit (model-based) category. The features such as Likes and follows are associated with an explicit
category (memory-based) [8–11]. The contemporary state-of-the-art on the CF recommendation system
has reported classification and prediction of future items to be bought with good accuracy. However,
to the best of our knowledge, none of them was able to present remarkable results for both accuracy and
classification [12–15]. Trust is another factor used in various applications that needs to be evaluated.
Due to the memory-based scalability issue, most of the industrial settings are managed based on the
model-based method for recommendation [16–20]. Matrix factorization is popular in the model-based
category and changes [21]. The process is going based on optimizing two low-rank metrics. Metrics are
divided into items and users latent features. The combination of user–item features relationship makes
the original matrix avoid over-fitting. In recent years, many approaches have been proposed related to
item recommendation. In this paper, we present the CF-based recommendation system to overcome
the issue of good prediction and classification accuracy at the same time. In the proposed system,
user profile information and click history collected from a Jeju online shopping mall are harnessed
as features. The key idea of the proposed approach is to avoid the recommendation of those items
that have already been purchased. Word2vec applied for data pre-processing followed by an XGBoost
machine learning algorithm to evaluate the prediction and classification accuracy. Finally, the system
recommends a product based on user click rate and purchased items.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• The main objective of this study is the use of data mining and machine learning approaches in the
context of online product shopping.

• The presented XGBoost classifier enhancing the prediction accuracy for data mining techniques
to extract hidden knowledge from an online product shopping dataset is the important side of
system managing.

• The presented work follows the analysis techniques, e.g., time series analysis, statistical
analysis, product analysis, user interest analysis, access page based analysis, and purchased
product analysis.

• Collaborate filtering process applied to predict the rate of products and evaluate the
neighbor items.

• Word2vec encoding technique used to generate the dataset vector space and predict the
surrounded context randomly.

• We have various data pre-processing steps to change the data format in consistent format.
• Various features extracted from dataset e.g., user information, purchased items, click

information, etc.
• Finally, we illustrate the constructiveness of the XGBoost model which is applied for prediction,

classification, and regression of online product shopping.
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Figure 1 shows the prediction process of the neighbor product in the proposed system.
The neighbor recommended items generated based on the user click sequences. The number of
directions to a product is also important. If there are various directions provided for one product,
it means that the user clicked a few times on the same product. For easier explanation, this product
might be the user interest. This procedure repeated for all users. Hence, this model aims to obtain the
complex relationship between user and product.

User Clicks

Neighbours Recommended

Same weight predicted products

Product X

Product2 Product... Product nProduct1

Product... Product2 Product1Product n

Product

Product A

Product D

Product BProduct F

Product CProduct E

User

User

Shopping

Collaborate Filtering

Recommending

Figure 1. User click pattern on different products and respective sessions.

The rest of the paper is divided as follows: Section 2 presents the literature review of the proposed
item-based recommendation system. Section 3 presents the data analysis for online shopping product
data, prediction, and classification evaluation. Section 4 presented the predictive analysis of online
shopping product data using a machine learning algorithm of the presented recommendation system.
Section 5 presents the prediction result of the online shopping product, and, finally, we conclude the
paper in the Section 7.

2. Literature Review

This section encompasses details about the contemporary state-of-the-art in the recommendation
system followed by collaborative filtering with identification of some of the important issues that have
been overlooked by the scientific community. The notion of recommendation systems was actuated in
the late 1990s. To date, the field has become a center of attention of various e-commerce organizations
such as Amazon, eBay, Shopify, etc. that are involved in recommending certain items/products to
its customer.

2.1. Recommendation System

The recommendation system is a type of information filtering system that analyzes user
behavior on the available dataset and predicts user preferences. User behavior contains the click
information, user rating on purchased items, comments, sharing, cart information, etc. [22–27].
The main focus of this system is to help the users with a lack of available information to make a
decision regarding the purchase of certain items. From the 1990s, different RS in different domains
including articles, movies, and products have been presented by the scientific community [28–35].
These systems have broadly been categorized into five main classes including (1) collaborate filtering,
(2) content-based recommendation, (3) knowledge-based recommendation, (4) hybrid recommendation,
and (5) demographic recommendation. This categorization has been given by Burke [36]. The idea of
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collaborate filtering (CF) was coined by Goldberg et al. [37]. The CF has a predicting process to show
user preferences and the same point between users or products [38].

In other words, CF assumes that, if two users have a similar interest in one product, they will
have a similar interest in other products as well. Researchers have drawn comparisons of the
neighborhood-based processes with other approaches in terms of ease of adaptability and efficiency, etc.
Similarly, most of the studies have improved the performance of existing approaches using different
machine learning algorithms and techniques. Besides various potential aspects of CF, it contains a
sparsity issue due to a lack of information of user interest in products [39]. It has been observed that
the total ratings of products given by customers are comparatively lower than the number of items
purchased. This leads to most of the purchased items having few or sometimes zero ratings. During the
last few years, online shopping systems have grabbed paramount attention of people across the globe.
The online shopping websites like Amazon are accessible by a lot of people. In some CF approaches,
the main focus is the purchased items by a user only during a certain time period. Similarly, there are
many IoT-based platforms, such as healthcare [40–42], indoor localization [43,44], and many other
IoT systems [45–47] which can be improved in terms of accuracy by integrating the recommendation
functionality. Song et al. [48] have analyzed changes in a user behavior by constructing dependent
rules from two different attributes, i.e., dataset and user behavioral changes. The study has conducted
the comparison of purchasing by using the defined rules and the outcomes suggested no pattern
changes. Some of the studies have focused on temporal dynamic reflection [49–55]. The temporal
dynamic method is used to assess the association between time purchasing time or the time spent in
clicking various web pages.

2.2. Item-Based Collaborate Filtering

Item-based content filtering (IBCF) is one of the traditional methods of a recommendation system.
The primary purpose of this system is to collect dataset based on same product weights. To find the
similarity between the item–item prediction rate and computing time provided. It is well recognized
that higher weight products contain an extensive contribution. In most of the scenarios, IBCF fails
to provide adequate prediction and classification accuracy. To overcome issues related to IBCF,
the scientific community has presented different approaches. Gao et al. [56] combine the user ranking
with products similarity and proposed page-rank-based ranking approach solely to improve the
prediction accuracy. The proposed approach yielded a good performance in improving accuracy.
Similarly, Koren [15] proposed dynamic preferences-based recommendation system which extracts the
changes of user interest within a defined time period and predicted the accuracy of IBCF. Feng et al. [13]
adopted a temporal overlapping based strategy to improve the accuracy of classification using dynamic
user preferences based on the time-weight rule.

2.3. User Preference-Based Recommendation

Based on the user interest to clicked or purchased products, sometimes they are not interested
in leaving comments or ratings of products or, in another point of view, they leave a false rating for
specific products. This is a popular problem in most of the recommendation systems. To overcome
this issue, ChoiRec12 [57] presents a model which extracts the ratings from purchased products
based on the user purchase history on specific product. The collected data are only related to such
products which were purchased a few times by the same user. For further processing, user–item
matrix collaborate filtering was applied in the presented model. The major process in this system is a
sequential purchase pattern removed from data history, and item recommendation has no provisions.

2.4. Deep Learning in Recommendation Systems

Deep learning is one of the achievements in different fields. In product recommendation systems,
the autoencoder approach contributed well [58]. In [59], tag-aware recommendation developed,
which shows that the user profile is presenting by tags, and, in this case, the neural network extracts
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the detail feature from tag layers. In another identical approach to extract the user interest and
every detail of user profile based on memory components, the attention-aware recommendations
developed [60]. Furthermore, the co-attention network investigates the visual information for
improving the recommendation system performance [61]. Convolutional neural network (CNN) and
the recurrent neural network (RNN) have the highest rate of usage in recommendation systems [62–64].
GAN was used to overcome the CNN and RNN negative sampling issue while during system
design [65].

Table 1 presents an overview of various techniques used in the recommendation system. It is
divided into four main parts. In the proposed approach, three main techniques are presented, which
are specific for that research: collaborative filtering, content-based filtering, and web usage filtering.
The techniques which apply in these approaches mainly focus on overcoming the sparsity, scalability,
improving the performance, and improving the recommendation results. These techniques have to face
some issues like cold start, Gray sheep, customer authentication, and trustworthy. The cold start issue is
a computer-based potential information system that requires the data modeling degree. The Gray sheep
issue is one of the recommendation system problems which increase the error rate of collaborative
filtering technique. The authentication problem is also very famous in the recommendation system.
This issue is mostly happening based on users’ lack of identification information in their profile.

Table 1. The advantages and disadvantages of different recommendation models.

# Authors Proposed Approach Technique Advantage Issue

1
Mobasher
Bamshad [66]

Collaborative
Filtering

Clustering the
profile aggregation

Quick results
because of clustering

Cold start issue
(involves
automated
data modeling
degree)

2
Cho
Yoon Ho [30]

Collaborative
Filtering

Rule mining
based on
decision tree
introduction

Overcome the
sparsity and scalability
issue

Gray sheep issue
(enhance the
error rate)

3
Wanga
Feng Hsu [67]

Collaborative
Filtering

Association rule
mining based on
clustering the
hierarchical
bisecting

Improve the quality
of prediction Gray sheep issue

4
Mehta
Harita [68]

Collaborative
Filtering

Similarity
measurement
based on entropy

Improve the quality
of prediction

Customer
trustworthy
(lack of user trust)

5
Nadi
Shiva [69]

Content-based
Filtering Rating technique

Improve the quality
of prediction Gray sheep issue

6
Nasraoui
Olfa [70]

Web Usage
Mining

Techniques of
fuzzy
approximation

Improve the
recommendation

Scalability issue
(handling large
scale dataset)

7
Zhou
Baoyao [71]

Web Usage
Mining

User pattern
matching and
sequential pattern
mining

Improve the quality
of prediction based on
rule generation
recommendation

Scalability issue

8 Sumathi [72]
Web Usage
Mining

offline and online
components for
pattern
analysis

Improve the quality
of prediction and
overcome the scalability
issue

Authentication
issue (lack of user
information)

9
Koutheair
Kharibi [73]
Mohamed

Content-based
and Collaborative
Filtering

e-learner history
browsing Improve the efficiency Gray sheep issue

3. Data Analysis for Online Shopping Product Data

In this section, data collection characteristics are presented in detail. Data collection is the first
and essential step of any recommendation algorithm. RS was designed to find the nearest products
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to user preferences. To do this, data type and information is the primary step. We perform RS by
identifying user profile information and click history from Jeju online shopping mall website. Table 2
shows the overview of the processed dataset. The total number of recorded data are 294,864. Based on
the collected data, we extract the purchased product records and the list reduced to 10,000 purchased
product records. Data mentioned were collected based on user click history. In addition, 80% of the
dataset was used for the training set, and 20% of dataset was used for the testing set.

Table 2. Dataset information.

Dataset Detail

Total number of records 294,864
Total number of purchased products 10,000
Unique products 1057
Unique item id 1482
Unique users 51,386
Training data 80%
Test data 20%

3.1. Collection of Online Shopping Product Data

In this paper, we collected the data from Jeju online shopping mall website, the Republic of Korea,
to analyze and inquire online shopping product and extract the hidden parts to improve the product
recommendation system. Data mining techniques were applied to clean and manage the missing
values and increase the stability and performance of data. Furthermore, the below are executed
to extract the hidden parts and information for providing better service to online shopping users
and customers.

• Data collection
• Data cleaning
• Managing missing values
• Extract the related information
• Feature discovery

Table 3 shows the extracted features from presented data.

Table 3. Online shopping product data description.

# Feature Description

1 User ip Each user log-in IP information
2 User click information Users visited pages for shopping
3 Access date Date of accessing to online shopping website
4 Access time Time of accessing to online shopping website
5 Access page Visited links for shopping
6 Product name Name of clicked product on website
7 Product type Type of clicked product e.g., clothes, shoes, etc.
8 Product id ID of the clicked product on website

3.2. Data Pre-Processing

After online shopping product data investment, data pre-processing needs to remove all
unnecessary information. To do this, data pre-processing techniques have been used for transforming
the raw data in a suitable form to apply for the data analysis and prediction analysis. The following
steps show the pre-processing technique. First, we removed all duplicate files to improve the readability
of dataset. Second, we removed the user’s records which have no purchased products. Third, we kept
the information which is needed for the process of recommendation systems. Figure 2 shows the main
part of pre-processing in the proposed system.
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Generate pattern 
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Figure 2. Overview of data pre-processing.

3.3. Data Analysis and Visualization

In the proposed system, we execute data analysis on the basis of data mining to extract useful
and effective information for better recommendation to the user. The following analysis was applied
to get the results of the available dataset.

• Online product shopping analysis based on (Product frequency, Purchased product, User interest)
• Time series analysis based on (Monthly, Daily)
• Online shopping analysis based on user interest
• Online shopping analysis based on user access page

3.3.1. Time Series Analysis

Time series analysis was used to generate unique and important information for recommending
products. To generate the time series analysis, data duration is for (2019) collected information.
For analyzing the data needed, information was divided into (i.e., Monthly and Daily basis) to generate
the information for product shopping frequency. Figures 3 and 4 show the product shopping data
according to monthly and daily basis.
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Figure 3. Daily basis time series analysis of online product shopping.
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Figure 4. Monthly basis time series analysis of online product shopping.

3.3.2. User Interest Analysis

Each user who visited online shopping websites has some preferences for shopping. In this
analysis, we extract the most purchased products based on users’ shopping records. The most
purchased item shows the users preferences and interest and mostly the quality of the product.
Figure 5 presents the user interest and most visited products for shopping.
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Figure 5. User interest analysis of online product shopping.

3.3.3. Access Page Analysis

Access page analysis shows the records of the user clicked web pages. The most visited pages
are one of the options for recommending the product provided in that access page. The user clicks
and reviewing products increase the weight of that product for recommending in neighborhood
products. Figure 6 shows the rating of the mentioned accessed page in the collected dataset. One row
is representing the page id and another one representing the number of users visiting that page.
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Figure 6. Various access pages analysis of online product shopping.

3.3.4. Purchased Product Frequency

In the proposed system, analysis of the collected dataset is based on time series frequency
and product types. The time series frequency describes the maximum and minimum visited pages,
maximum and minimum purchased item, user preferences, the most visited dates, the most visited
month, etc. Similarly, based on time series analysis, it is also easier to recognize the product ratio.
Figure 7 presents the flow diagram based on purchased products, frequency, and user interest.
The process of product purchasing divided into three layers. The input layer contains the extracted
valuable features out of raw data. After encoding, the extracted features are passed on to the analysis
layer and analysis techniques are applied on the product dataset purchased. Finally, the system
visualizes and classifies online shopping products.
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Figure 7. Block diagram for purchased product analysis based on product frequency, purchased,
and interest.

4. Proposed Extreme Gradient Boosting and Encoding Approach for Online
Product Recommendation

This section proposes the predictive recommendation method used for the extracted knowledge
and information in the previous section. A detailed view of the proposed architecture illustrated
in Figure 8. There are multiple layers in the designed architecture. The first layer was designed as
input data. After the following processing techniques, the data passed to the data analysis section.
Data analysis in this procedure was divided into three main analyses: time series analysis, user interest
analysis, and access page analysis. The derived features from the analysis outputs include the user
click information, each item purchased by the user, etc. The process data was used to generate the
word2vec encoding technique. The generated information is used as an input of the XGBoost prediction
layer. The prediction process was used to generate the neighbor items based on the user click history.
We compare the XGBoost algorithm result with other machine learning algorithms like “random
forest”, “support vector regressor”, and “linear regressor”, where XGBoost performed the best.
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Processed
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Figure 8. Proposed system architecture.
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4.1. XGBoost

XGBoost is one of the powerful boosting algorithms in the machine learning system.
This algorithm can predict, classify, and optimize the defined system with the highest accuracy based
on the data structure. Recommended products in this system contain the combination of classification
and prediction results by applying the collaborate filtering technique. The item-based collaborate
filtering process is predicting the rate of the clicked products, evaluating the rate of neighbor products
at the same time. If the neighbor products are very equivalent to user preferences, then the target
product has also the same stage for recommending to the user. The differences between products
prediction weight are effective in getting better prediction and recommendation results. To know the
probability of possible predictions for products, we need to get the true values, which are defined as
Equation (1):

[Pα, P1−α] (1)

The basic statement of XGBoost prediction defined in Equation (2). The probability of the
observations zi and λi is distributed ordinary and similarly independent:

φi = θ2zi + θ1 + λi, i = 1, . . . , M (2)

Generally, the probability of recommendation contains an error rate during the process too.
Decreasing the error rate of prediction processes likelihood requires increasing to evaluate the
coefficient of θi. Equation (3) defines prediction error rate decrease:

ψ̂ = argmin
M− 1

M
Σi(φi − θ1 − θ2zi)

2 (3)

4.2. Random Forest

The Random Forest algorithm (RF) is one of the famous learning methods which is represented
as an extremely outstanding and powerful technique in a machine learning system for classification
problem. The main idea is to apply RF classification on a recommendation system to extract the top
highly related products based on user preference. The classification technique in RF contains a few
phases mentioned in the following steps:

• Bootstrap the random sampling approach to recapture the P training set out of the raw data with
the same size.

• Develop the RF regression model to apply in a bootstrap training set based on P decision tree.
• Combine all independent P decision trees to improve the regulation of RF.

Equation (4) presents the RF regression model:

h(x) =
1
P

P=1

∑
n

h(y, λP) (4)

4.3. Support Vector Regressor

Support vector machine (SVM) is one of the machine learning algorithms, which is also defined as
regression models and is known as support vector regressor (SVR). SVR is also another classification
algorithm with some differences from other mentioned algorithms. It is popular as a fast-developing
strategy among machine learning algorithms. The main concept of SVR is on a regression model.
It operates the support vector machine for prediction purposes of the system. One of the differences
between SVR and other machine learning algorithms is that it tries to fit the best line inside the
predefined error values.
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4.4. Linear Regressor

A linear regression model is defined to find the relationship between target variables by fitting
data into linear equations. Each variable is regarded as an ex-positive variable, and the rest is defined
as dependent variables. The first type of regression model that has been used mainly in practical
applications is the linear regression. There are generally two types of models, one which is linearly
related to their parameters unknowingly and is easy to fit than the second model, which are nonlinearly
dependent. For the first model, the estimators are also easy to determine. Therefore, linear regression
has been preferable.

5. Implementation and Testing Environment

In this section, the implementation, development environment, and the prediction results of the
proposed recommendation system and predictive analysis model are presented. The remainder of this
section includes the detailed process of experimental set up of the processed environment, total model
structure, and comparison of our model result with other baselines.

5.1. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is summarized in Table 4. All experiments and results of the system
are carried out using Intel(R) Core(T.M.) i7-8700 CPU @3.20 GHz processor with 32 GB memory.
The collaborate filtering algorithm was used for recommendation systems. The XGBoost machine
learning algorithm was used for the classification and prediction process. Similarly, the library and
framework used in the proposed system was the Jupyter notebook. The programming language used
in the designing of this system was WinPython–3.6.2, and the encoding approach was word2vec.

Table 4. System components and specification.

Component Description

Programming language WinPython 3.6.2
Operating system Windows 10 64bit
Browser Google Chrome, opera
Library and framework Jupyter notebook
CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU@3.20 GHz
Memory 32 GB
Machine learning algorithm XGBoost
Distribution modeling algorithm CoreNLP’s MaxEnt
Recommendation method Collaborate filtering
Encoding Word2vec

5.2. Performance Evaluation

Various performance measurement operates for evaluation of the regression problem. In this
paper, we applied a statistical evaluation measurement to specify the constructiveness of our model.
e.g., Mean Square Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).

• Mean Absolute Error (MAE): operated for evaluating the measure between actual values and
predictive values. It is showing the differences between the target value and the predicted value.
Equation (5) presents the evaluation of MAE:

MAE =
∑n

i=1 |Xi − X̂i|
n

(5)
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• Mean Square Error (MSE): takes the square of differences between the actual value and evaluated
value. The reason for taking the square is to drop the negative values. Equation (6) presents the
evaluation of MSE:

MSE =
∑n

i=1(Xi − X̂i)
2

n
(6)

• Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): detects the error rate from the regression model and checks the
error size with the size of the target value. Equation (7) presents the evaluation of RMSE:

RMSE =

√
∑n

i=1(Xi − X̂i)2

n
(7)

6. Results and Discussion

This section presents the online product recommendation analysis and results based on the user’s
purchased products and clicks sequence. In Section 6.1, we present the word2vec recognition rate and
computation time testing the model ten times. In Section 6.2, we report the accuracy of the proposed method
and compare it with other models and, finally, the recommendation results presented in Section 6.3.

6.1. Word2vec Recognition Rate and Computation Time

Word2vec is a two-layer neural network which generates data in vector space. The proposal for
using the word2vec approach in this system is to generate the nearest neighbor products based on user
purchasing record and click sequences. Figures 9 and 10 show the recognition rate and computation
time of the proposed system. We test our algorithm ten times to get the best rating of the system.
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Figure 10. Computation time of ten times training the word2vec approach.

6.2. Accuracy

In this section, we present the experimental results of the extreme gradient boosting algorithm.
In this process, we used the top 10 predicted products based on user clicks, preferences, and purchases.
The mentioned extreme gradient boosting algorithm implemented in the winpython environment.
Figure 11 shows the performances of the operated model such as MAE, MSE, and RMSE.
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6.3. Recommendation Results

Based on the process on previous sections and generating the output for XGBoost prediction,
classification, and regression results, the nearest products based on user purchased items and click
information are represented in Table 5. The results are based on the word2vec technique. Each table
contains five columns which represent the brief information about product recommendation—p_values
mean predicted values and T_values mean true values. The nearest item column represents the
neighbor columns. In this table, we mention the five nearest products based on user preference.
The comparison between recommended products and predicted values shows the effectiveness of
this system if the recommendation is true or false. For further explanation, this process is not limited
to recommending products. The recommendation is all based on user behavior in the system. If the
recommendation results contain unrelated products, this means, in user click history, that all the click
information is not limited to one category and user clicks and visited various product pages.

Table 5. Five nearest recommended products based on word2vec.

Number p_Values T_Values Nearest Items True-False

0 −0.113343 −0.113343
−0.113342576, −0.125291, −0.13030365,
−0.13983913, −0.07688699 True

1 −1.62847 −1.96709
−0.6284744, −1.6290022, −1.627472,
−1.6302885, −1.6263606 False

2 −0.48209 −0.48209
−0.4820903, −0.48359835, −0.49221513,
−0.49648649, −0.5072997 True

3 −1.25017 −1.25017
−1.2501693, −1.2499492, −1.2490119,
−1.2488393, −1.2487884 True

4 −0.496486 −0.496486
−0.49648649, −0.49221513, −0.5072997,
−0.48359835, −0.4820903 True

5 −0.75686 −0.75686
−0.75686, −0.760595, −0.7530531,
−0.7621504, −0.7632347 True

In every recommendation system, to generate the system after normalizing data, it is supposed
to give the real product name or id too. Table 6 shows the real product id after the recommendation
process. The presented table converts the predicted product numbers into real product numbers using
the methods mentioned. Based on the data encoding process, the last two columns represent the
encoded product number and the real product number.

Table 6. Converting recommendation results into real product numbers based on word2vec.

Number p_Values T_Values Nearest Items Real Item Number

0 −0.113343 −0.113343
−0.113342576, −0.125291,
−0.13030365

1547193062, 1547193151,
1547193891

1 −1.62847 −1.96709 −0.6284744, −1.6290022, −1.627472 469978264, 445936283, 247719490

2 −0.48209 −0.48209
−0.4820903, −0.48359835,
−0.49221513

1547017446, 557529870,
1547018010

3 −1.25017 −1.25017
−1.2501693, −1.2499492,
−1.2490119,

1543286117, 481211872,
445935227

4 −0.496486 −0.496486
−0.49648649, −0.49221513,
−0.5072997

1531787589, 377348171,
456099192

5 −0.75686 −0.75686 −0.75686, −0.760595, −0.7530531 1531787589, 377348171,
456099192

Figure 12 contains the confusion matrix of the proposed system. The confusion matrix is based on
predicted and test values. The left column presents the test values, and the top column presents the
predicted values. The colors in this figure show highly related values.
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Figure 12. Confusion matrix.

Comparative Analysis

Based on the proposed recommendation system, we compare the achieved results with recently
proposed systems in product recommendations. Figure 13 shows the other approaches’ comparison
with the proposed system. As it shows in Figure 13, we compare our results with three related
publications [74–76]. In the first related study, the proposed approach is using the PMF model for a
recommendation system, and the proposed model successfully obtained the accuracy of 0.72 percent
for a recommendation. The second approach applied the C-Means technique and got a relatively better
result than the previous approach, around 0.78 percent. The final study applied the EHCF approach in
recommendation systems and obtained an accuracy of 0.794. All of the mentioned studies are recently
proposed models. The proposed system results show that the XGBoost-based recommendation model
has a much better result than other approaches.
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Figure 13. Related studies comparison.
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7. Conclusions

Collaborative filtering based (CF) recommendation systems have been widely utilized by various
e-commerce organizations in order to increase their product sales and satisfy their customers. The CF
assumes that two like-minded people are most likely to exhibit a similar likeness pattern in the
future. The contemporary state-of-the-art on CF has presented classification and prediction accuracy
of different proposed models. However, none of them have presented collectivity. For instance,
if classification accuracy is good, then prediction accuracy declines and vice versa. This prevents
CF from being a generalized recommender system. In this paper, we have proposed XGBoost-based
collaborate filtering product recommendations to evaluate the performance of CF recommendations
based on user profile and click information. The proposed approach follows an idea that the
recommendation of those items that have already been purchased must be filtered prior to prediction.
The proposed system has extracted the items purchased by a user to improve the accuracy of prediction
and classification of the model. The data preparation and processing are relying on a word2vec
technique which plays an important role in data normalization. Comparison between recent related
studies and our proposed XGBoost recommendation model shows the outstanding performance of our
model. The system recommends nearest products based on product prediction weight. In the future,
we would take into consideration the user session details and how they can impact the accuracy of the
recommendation model.
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